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*Cubism is recognised by the subject being represented as geometric shapes.  More than one view of 
the subject may be shown, however the work is two dimensional. 

**Fauvism is recognised by artist’s use of bright 'unnatural colours' and simplified design 
***Lithography is a printing process that uses a flat stone or metal plate.The image is drawn on to 

the surface using a greasy substance so that the ink will adhere to it. 

You will need 
A pencil 
Paper 
Tracing paper (optional) 

Method 
TTaking inspiration from Picasso’s Bull Plates, 
try simplifying the form of an animal. 

You can try a number of different techniques 
in this exercise. We've used a frog to 
demonstrate them. 
 
Start with a realistic image. Image 1 

MaMake a silhouette - Tracing an outline of the 
animal. Image 2 

A single line drawing - Try drawing as much 
detail as you can, without lifting your pencil 
off the page. Image 3 

ImagineImagine the animal in sections, does it have 
legs, a tail, wings? Separate each section 
with a different line, square, triangle or 
circle. Image 4 

Draw your version of the animal, you can 
use the ones we've provided, or find your 
own. 

SeeSee how many versions you can create, you 
might draw one or eleven versions of the 
same animal. 

With each version you create is the animal 
recognisable? 
IfIf not, it may be that the pose the animal is 
in is too complicated, or you might need to 
add a recognisable detail. For Picasso's Bull 
this is the horns. What is a recognisable 
feature from your animal? 

For some animal inspiration go to page 15 5
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Look at the pictures of the jellyfish, notice the 
colours , the shapes, the light on their bodies and try 

to visualise them swimming in the water. 

FindFind a place where you are comfortable. Begin by 
relaxing your eyes allowing them to have a soft focus 

on the image of the jellyfish.
Now bring attention to your breath, take several long 

deep breaths. 
ImagineImagine the jellyfish swimming in the ocean. Focus 
on the rhythmic swimming motion of the jellyfish. 
So, as you take a deep breath into your lungs, 
imagine the dome top of the jellyfish filling up with 
water. As you breath slowly out, imagine the jellyfish 
squeezing all the water out of its dome. Breathing in. 
The dome top fills with water. Breathing out. The 

water is squeewater is squeezed out. 
Let the tranquillity of the jellyfish swimming in the 
ocean surround you. As you breathe in and out 
release any tension in your body, if your mind 
wanders its okay, just bring your focus back to being 
in the water with the jellyfish swimming calmly 
through the ocean. You can spend as much time as 

you want with the jellyfish.  
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You will need a square piece of paper 

11 Draw a face and 
pattern, maybe 
stick some googly 
eyes and you are 
finished! 

2 Fold in half  

3 Fold the corners 
to meet the centre 
line  

4 Fold in the 
dotted line  

5 Fold in the 
dotted line  

6 Fold in the 
dotted line  

7 Turn over  

9 Fold backward 
in the dotted 
line  

10 Fold in the 
dotted line  

8 Fold in the 
dotted line  

1 Fold in half to 
make a crease and 
unfold back  
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You can go on to draw shapes using your hand 
and fist in different positions, Just see what 
appears. Have fun.
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Unscramble the words below to 
reveal some common and rare 
animal names 

act 

dgo 

wol 

eirtg eirtg 

eshor

neptleah 

aplcaa 

piolhdn 

krnenscoa 

gdlyrfano 

ryigastn ryigastn 

nnaogipl 

senrihocro 

rtbaib 

rueqrsi l 

 Down 
1. turmeric 
3. member 
7. artist 
8. origami 
9. rose 

Answers from crossword in issue 7 
Across 
2. compass 
4. flower 
5. pencil 
6. mackintosh 
10.stencil 10.stencil 
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